ULI Russia and Spectrum Group present:
TRAINING WORKSHOP

Efficient construction project team management:
is it an easily feasible problem?

Date: Thursday, May 29, 2014
Time: 9:00 am - 02:00 pm
Location: Holiday Inn Moscow Simonovsky
Simonovsky Val. 2, Moscow

Agenda:
9:00 – 9:30 am – Registration and Coffee
9:30 – 11:05 am – Session 1 Interaction of project team members. Communication as a tool to build up efficient team cooperation
Representatives of Spectrum Group and Hines
11:05 – 11:30 am – Coffee Break
11:35 am – 01:00 pm – Session 2 Panel discussion Problem areas of design organization: Developer’s View – Project Team Opinion
Discussion moderator – Darrell Stanaford, Chairman of the Board, ULI Russia
Discussion participants:
Sergey Egorov, CEO at Central Properties
Alexander Tishkov, Deputy CEO at A.N.D. Corporation
Jeffrey Sujar Blanco, Vice President at Hill International
01:00 – 01:10 pm - Additional time for discussion. Answers to Audience Questions
01:10 – 02:00 pm - Standing buffet, informal business communication

The working languages of the workshop are English and Russian. Simultaneous translation will be provided.
For more information about the event contact Semenova Inga: +7 (962) 720 06 57, semenova.i@spgr.ru; Dmitry Maltsev: +7 (495) 287 44 44, dmitry.maltsev@gbplaw.com